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STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE

This questionnaire is designed to find out some information about the physics courseyou are taking. There are also several questions aboutiyour college and career plans.
Please answer all questidn's as accurately as you can. Put your answers on the enclosed
Digitek answer sheet.

. #
.

.Write your name and your 5-digit identification number in the spaces provided on the
answer sheet. We are also asking that you write in your permanent home address and parent

ior guardian name in the spaces provided. . --

Thank you fox your assistance.

This questionnaire was developed by Wayne W. Welch and Andrew Ahlgren as part of the
evaluation program of Harvard Project Physics, 1968. 110
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PART 1

The fullewing statements were written by students who have recently completed a physicp.
course We are anxious to find o.tt what you think about their statements. 0n the answer
sheets provided please indicate your reaction to their statementeby marking

1 if you DISAGREE with the statement.

2 if you AGREE with the statement. 00
4

Example:

I. I have taken a year 'of chmistry in high-school.

N

1 2 3 4 5%DIM
4,
a

4
0

4t*

0

1: Mast tl the labs werenot that informative for the amount of time
spent on them.

1 2

2. Last year I was hesitant to take physics because so many people
told me how tough it was.

1 2

3. I think this physics course is designed in such a way that even
those who have little background in mathematics can gain much
from the course.

1 2

4." This course has made physics interesting to me. 1 2
5. The text is well written.l; 1 2

6. I don't thin I have a gocd enough math background for thiNlass. 1 2
7. The course has not been.the drag I expected physics to be. 1 2

' 8. The labs are fun. 1 2
9. I think learnipg about the men and women who made physics.grow,

helped to make the course more interesting.
1 2t

O. This physics course was one of the most interesting courses 1 2

I have in high school. '11

11. I would recomiend this physics course to my friends. 2

12. The book was really enjoyable to read. 1 2

13: Primarily as a result of this physics course, I plan to take
another physics course in college.

1 2

14. Our class finished the text. 1 2

15. I plan to major in physics in college. 1 2

16.. .:Physics is one of the most difficult courses I have taken in 1 2
''high school.

17. No matter how you look at tt, physic\ has to be .? difficult course. 1 2

18., I guess physics is all right if you like that sort of thing..:.. 1 2 \ .

to me it's just filling one of my pre-coliege requirements.
1 2

. .

19. "I hope they don't change the course too much.
20t Jn college, I plan to major in science, but not"physics. 1 2.
0

sit.. .;
P.

1.

..1
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PART 2

In the following statements, you are to mark on the answer sheet according t1, the
numbers in the pareptheses, the one response that best applies to you.

,

21. I took the College Board Physics Achievemenz Test,
22.- I plan to attend a four-year-college.
23. I am taking either art or music this year.
24. I am taking biology this ye-r.

-1-25. Ifam taking mathematics this year.
26 Im taking a .secretarial course this ,year.

(1) no (2)
(1) no (2)
(1) po (2)

/ 41) no (2)
(1) no (2)
(l) no (2)

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

.

0
(1) (2) (3) (4).27. I am currently in grade
9 10 11 12

01'

28. The main textbook we used in the course this year was:
. . '

1. An Introduction to'Physics, pu lished,by Harvard Project Physics (IMP)
_

2.. Physics, published by Physical hg4 Study Committee (PSSC)
3. Modern Physics, by Dull, Metcalf and' Williams
4. some other text

4
(1) (2) (3) (4)

\

29. Lich part of this physics course did you enjoy the most?
1. lattoratery work

.
2. text , . '

'3. film loops and films
4. supplementarrreading

si. 5.) student workbooks ,s," 41) (2J (3) 4(4) (5)t
t I

.

.
30.' From which part of this physics course (from the list above) did you learn most

effectively?
.

. (1) (2) ' (3) (4),_ (5)

4

31. "'How often did ybu for your lab group) make measurements from short,self-contained
film loops?
r 1. po measurements

2. once .or twice
3. three or four times.
4. five or more times r

32. In what size group did you view film loops:.
1. did not view. film loops
2.' always the entire class
3. usually the entire class, occasionally in groups. of 4 or less
4. usually in small groups, occasionally the entire class \
5. allays in small geoupe

33. How many. self-teaching programmed instruction booklets did you work through?
1. none
2. one or two
3. three or four .
4. five or more

4

4

4

I
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34. How were programmed booklets distributed?
1. We did not use programmed )-.00klets.
2. They were assigned to everyone by the teacher. .

3. They were assigned onllyto certain students by the teacher.
, 4. They were,announced.by the teacher and requested by the students.

35. How manylaboratory exercises (experiments) did you coo?
1. none

I 4. about one experiment per unit
3. about one experiment per chapter
4., about once a week
5. more than once a week

36. In what size group did you usually do)lab work?
1. individually
2. in pairs
3. . in threes
4. in fours
5. in groupsilarger tHan four

. 37. How often did the teacher present transparencies on an overhead projectorl
-1. 'never
2. about once per unit
3 about once per chapter
4, frequently

38. How, available were the Physics Readers?. 4
1.. Each student had his own.
2. They could be checked out overnight.
3. 'They had to be read at school:
4. The teacher distributed them on a regular schedule.
5. Our school did not have anything called a Physics Reader.

(If S is your answer to item 38, do nowt answer items 39 and 40.)

39. How did you report your reading in the Reader to your teacher?
1. check-off list
2. tests on articles
3. written reports
4. oral reports to the class
5. no official reporting system

40. How much reading were you required to do in the Physics Reader?
1. there was no required reading
2. aboutone article per unit
3. abdut three articles per unit .

4. about one articld per week
5. more than one article per week

.)

t
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PART 3*

II

. 1The purpose of the following questions is to find out some of the characteristics ofstudents enrolled in physics courses. For each question seledt the one answer that bestdescribes yob.
, .1

. .

41. How many books does your, family have"in your home?
1. less than five books
2. .a few' books '

3. one, bookcase full
4. several bookcases full
5. a large library

4/. How' much reading do you do (outside of school.work)?
1. Read everything that looks interesting.
2. Read during a large part of my free tile.
3. Read occasionally. -*
4. Read seldom from lack,of oppbrtunity.

' 5. Read,seldom, from choice.

43. How much time d %.
o you speud In serious study not counting your school work?

1. none
I. 4/. very. little .

3. once in a whin
st

4. quite a Sit .

5. most of my spare time ,
r

'
.

44. Aring the'past two years, how much actual opportunity hate you had to ex press your-
self in some form of, creative activity (art work your own science project, etc.)?

, . 1. great opportUnity ..,
- -

. . %2., some opportunity
3. little opportunity
4. very little opportunity

. .5. no opportunity

. 45% How often do you discuss youeoccupltiohal choice with your'parents or otl adults?1. Aver
2., seldom
3. occasionally

' 4. frequently'

46. How do you feel about school?
1. Like it very much.
2: Like it most oi the time;
3. Just accept it as necessary.
4. Am often a little unhappy with it.
5. 'Dislike it and will be glad to finish.

r .

.47. Compared to
,

others in your, classes, how often do you, question your teachqrs on subject
matter?

1.- considerably more often than average
2. somewhat more often than average
3. about average
4. somewhat less than average
5. considerably less than average.

'
*Reproduced from the Biographical InVentory, FOrm, M. Institute of Behavioral Research.in
Creativity.



46. 4o ,you ,-31t.' in the, classroom when you have a choice?
1. close to the front where can see and hear every .ing
'2. wherever my friends Ore sitting'
3. it doesn't, matter where I sit
4. in the bac%
5. n9ar a-window.

*
49. 11ow do you compare with. all other students in your grade in school marks?.

1. Iam much above average.
2. Lam somewhat above average.
3. I am about average.
4. "I'am somewhat below average.,
5: I am mach below average.

't). How often hen ue4rking on a paper or project do you do it over and over until it is
as go' as you can make it? .

1.1 very rarely, if ever
.1 2. rarely

.

3. occasionally
4. frequently
5. very frpguently

wo.Ild you rate yourbelf in following through with something in spite of difficp1-
' ties and distractions?

1. well above average
2: above-average
3. about average
4. slightly below average'
5. well below average ti

r

. . .

5 2 . which o e of the following charcteristics would you most like to have or develop in
t your life? .

.

t 1. skillful user practical knowledge (such as a doctor) 1
2. wealth and. power an,owner of a succefsful company)
3. creativity (such as an artilst or an inventor)
4. wp11-liked And personable (Such as a politician).
5. intellectual (such as h philosopher)

53.. How importantis it to you to be intelligent?
1. extremely 'important
2. ,important
3. somewhat important
4. unimportant'
5. very unimrnkant

54. How doyou Compare ,with all other students- in your grade din creativity and
imagination?

1. I am much above average.
2. I am Sonewhat'above average
3. I am about average. .

4. I.am somewhat I;elow average. j
4S. I am. much below average. .v

55. How often have you been an organizer or group, leader?
1. I have nEver considered myself as an organizer or a leader of groups and have

preferred .to remain in the b;ackground.
2. I have sometimes organized small groups (such as studv,or discussion .groupA)

..and considered myself at the time to be the, leader of the group.
3. I have been fairly iw4tiv in student government, or community organizations and

have acted as an influencp in seeing that goals are accomplished,'
4. I have been quite active in student government and ofganizations, or community

oroanizations. I'have been the prime mover in setting up goals or projects
and seeing that 'they reach completion. '

7
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,56. How interested are you in art (draing, painting, sculpture, ceramics, architecture,photography)? .

. s
- t' 1. No real interest or achievement in art. .

IF2. Some interest in art. I have done original work.
. a .3. N" mode.rate interest in art. I have'done some origihar. work which was.

exhibitedin.my school or by a local. organization. .
.4. A deep interest in art. I have spent'd itret deal of time in 'doing

original work and have entered my work in various exhibits and contests.
5. A very deep interest in art. I have spent a great deal of time in doingoriginal work that has been'exhibited? I have'won one or more awards in .4 _- competition.

.

57. Pow interested are ou in sciehce?
I. I have little or no interest in science and complete only necessary

classwork.
2. I have some interest in the sciences. I spend some of my free time

working on projects or papers beyond what is required for classwork.
3. I hav- quite a bit of interest in science. I spend a lot of my free , »

. time nrking on extra projects and/or papers- I have entered one or../
More pojects in a Science !air or similar competition,.

3. I have a strong interest in science. I devote much of my time working.

on projects or papers. My work has been recognized by one or more prizesor awards.
5. I have a very strong interest in science. I spend most of my time working

on projects or papers. my,work has been published or fAiblicly_recogniicd
for its contribution to the field. ,

58. How good are you in phe performing arts .(dancing, acting, etc.)?i aI. thave no interest in this area and d8 not participate in any such
activities.

2. I participate irtschool organized productions in a minor way:,
3. T participate in school organized productions and play a major role,

in either plays or recitals.
4. 1 am active in productions with'I'n the community as well as my school

and have won recognit4on for My performances. -
5. I am very, active in the s .area. I.performd in both school and

community productions. In competition I have recognition or
awards for my performance.

.
1

59. How good are yelp in music?
1. I have never had any interest or ability in music.. go'
2. I hive been active in school bands or,musilal groups.
3. I have been active in. school or community groups and have been

recognized as a soloist.
'4. I have been interested in muerl'ind have entered competition

(either as a rformer.or. as a composer of an original piece of
music or score).

5. I have a great deel 6f interest in music: I have entered competition, and
have won one or more prizes (either for my own performances or for the
production of an original piece of music).

t

60. How good arc you at writing (stories, poems, themes, etc.)?
MyLability in writing is limited. 'I have only completed necessary
classwork.

2. I have some ability in writing. Lwhave done some writing on my o n.
3. I have a real interest,in writing and frav ad some original woriF

published in my school paper, annual or erary-magazine.
4. I have a strong interest in writing. original work.haS been

published in school or community paper I have entered my work
'in state 'or national competition.

5. I havc.a very strong. interest in writing. My origin,l work has
won one or more prizes in competition and has beenkpublished in
literary journals (other than in my school).

1


